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July Sunday 29 Exhibition at Howard Centre, Pinelands 

August Tuesday 7 
Monthly meeting: Charcoal drawing demonstration by Sonja Frenz  

 

 Sunday 26 End of Exhibition fetch unsold works noon 

September Tuesday 4 

Acrylic & Oil painting landscape demonstration by Mel Elliot 
Art Challenge: Spring has sprung is not a competition * 
Bring your drawing or painting relating to the challenge theme along to the meeting 

and let us all look at your beautiful artwork. We will take some pics of the work and 

post it on Facebook and the website (with your permission) Label Artist name+Title 

Rules of the challenge - NONE (except the usual - no copying other artists' work or 

photos unless you have written approval) Participants receive a small chocolate 
October Tuesday 2 Pastel Landscape demo by Christopher Reid 

Welcome to our 84 members, visitors. A special thank you to the committee members and those members who are 
always willing to help.  
Well done those of you who embraced our theme this month “Emotions” Thank you for sharing with us. Lesley will 
put photos of them on our Facebook page. Next month is Spring has Sprung.  Participants receive a small chocolate. 
Make use of Lesley’s offer to have a personalised gallery on our Facebook page by sending her digital copies of your 
artwork with the title, size, medium and your contact details if you have a price on so buyers can contact you 
directly. You do not have to be on Facebook to make use of this opportunity. Lesley Milne lesleymilne@yahoo.com.  
Jenny Nothard’s daughter is busy revamping our website at the moment. Thank you Liz Jones, Jean Scott and Sandy 
Duffel-Canham for sharing the catering responsibilities- we request other members to volunteer their help with 
making sandwiches, packing out the cups and washing up afterwards. Our outreach box enables our members to 
bring old art items that are no longer used, to our monthly meetings and are distributed to needy organisations and 
individuals to help encourage those budding artists without the tools of the trade, to achieve their artistic potential. 
Make use of our library books and DVD’s (do not attempt to copy these as you will be held liable if they are 
damaged)  
 

 Artland Art Van Go will offer deliveries to BASE members.  Any orders are to please 
be emailed to Linda (linda@artland.co.za) or call 021 671 6001. Linda and Greg attend 
our BASE meetings where they will have available paints and canvasses for sale (our 

members receive a 10% discount)  
 
Monthly Meeting: At Milnerton Bowls Club 1st Tuesday of every month excluding January from 18h45 to start the 
demo/presentation promptly at 7pm. Members R10, Visitors R20 and students R10 entry. Tea & coffee & 
refreshments before we start. 
 
Please note that our annual subscription fees, which include membership to SANAVA, will remain the same for the 
third year in a row: 
please pay via EFT R180 
to Blaauwberg Art 
Society at ABSA bank 
Table View, account no. 
9238594101, please 
note that if you are 
paying cash into the 
bank a bank fee of R30 
will be applicable. Your 
2018 membership card 
will allow you to claim a 

mailto:lesleymilne@yahoo.com
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5% discount at Creative Atelier, 44 Oxford Street, Durbanville, and a 10% discount from Deckle Edge, all branches, 
and the Italian Art Shop in Rondebosch, 10% discount at Artland  

  

Exhibition: Howard Shopping Centre Pinelands 29 July to 26 August 
2018 
BASE are renting a shop in the Howard Shopping Centre, in Pinelands for the month of 

August for our members to have the opportunity to exhibit. To cover the costs we 
increased the fee for the hire of one stand, 1m wide by 1.5m high to R150 and half a 
stand to share 0.5m wide x 1.5m high at R75. Also the commission for this exhibit will be 
20%. Exhibitors are required to do sitting duty and encouraged to bring with sketch 
books and paints (optional) to keep themselves busy and create public interest while 
doing their sitting duty.  
Please send Gayle: admin@fencesandgates.co.za a photo of one of your artworks 
so we can create a digital poster to share. THERE IS STILL TIME TO SEND A PHOTO FOR 
YOUR DIGITAL POSTER. The printed car posters were handed out at the BASE meeting. 
Well done to those 27 artists taking part. There is a lot of new interest and we look 
forward to many sales. “Loved Everything” underlined in message book sums it up. 
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7 August 2018: Sonja Frenz charcoal drawing demonstration.  

Sonja Frenz is an artist, teacher and co-owner of Creative Arts Atelier in 
Durbanville.  For the past 14 years she has been giving painting classes 
for up to 50 students per week.  She is passionate about learning and 
helping people grow in their journey to become better painters. This year 
she has scaled down her teaching considerably to be able to concentrate 
on her own work. She went back to the basics and rekindled her love for 
drawing. She loves the drama and mark-making that charcoal and black 
PanPastel can create and sometimes combines it with white Gouache to 
push the contrast. Subtle changes and tonal values can be created by 
using different methods of blending and erasing. In this demonstration she 
will do a landscape with the focus on building layers with tonal value, 
mark-making and establishing focal point through contrasts.  

She demonstrated a landscape/seascape from a photograph and showed 
us some examples of her work. 

 Sonja puts her reasons for creating art in such a wonderful way on her website: “Nature in its diversity, with all its 
subtle nuances of lines, shapes, colours and textures, captivates the essence of what I love. All these things inspire 
me to paint. I find that landscapes and still-life with flowers are the themes that attract me most. I always try to 
capture the beauty of the surroundings that are familiar to me or that remind me of something pleasant that I have 
experienced in the past.  
Since moving  to the Cape, I have found that the timelessness of the landscapes and seascapes, with their changing 
seasons creating different moods - the clouds, mist, and strong lines created by the vineyards - fascinating. I like to 
portray a strong sense of spiritual connection to the set pace of changing seasons, and in one’s life. I try to capture a 



feeling or a mood or emotion or experience, in order to give it a deeper meaning and not just to produce a pretty 
picture. By revealing something of myself, making myself vulnerable in a sense, portrays more than I am able to say 

in words. I feel that my work reflects this inner joy and 
beauty and a sense of hope that I find in nature.”  

The Demonstration: Sonja brought with a charcoal drawing 
of a forest scene she had demonstrated at Constantia Art 
Society last week. She works layer on top of layer adding 
and erasing, so she had spent a whole day finishing off this. 
Don’t give up too easily – sometimes what you think is a 
flop just requires a little more work. Sonja said that it is 
easier to work from a black and white photo as reference 
and then give yourself a time limit to encourage you to 
leave out excess detail. Decide what your focal point is and 
then only put in detail in that section. Keep the essence and 
leave something for the imagination of the viewer. When 
working from life squint your eyes so that you can train 
them to see tonal values. Your camera editing tool can also 
be used to simplify the subject matter and help with 
compositional planning. When Sonja first started producing 
art she was fascinated by colour, the brighter the better, 
but her style evolved and she now loves muted tones with 
no harsh contrasts to create works filled with mood. 
Charcoal is an excellent medium to create mood as it has 
one aspect – that of tonal value.  

Sonja loves gadgets and what she doesn’t stock in her shop, 
she purchases from Skye at the Italian Art Shop. She 
experiments with the many different charcoals available 
such as natural charcoal derived from Pine or Willow. 
Compressed Charcoal which has a binding agent and comes 
in different textures such as soft, medium and hard- the 
more binder added the harder the charcoal is. Charcoal 
encased in wood – like a pencil. Durwent Charcoal extra- 
large – which is a block of charcoal in a plastic box 
container. She uses a block of sandpaper to create her own 
charcoal dust which she filters through a tea strainer or 
attaches an old stocking over the opening of the container 
and sifts the dust directly onto the paper.  An old rolled up 
lost sock is dipped into this dust and applied to the paper to 
create larger sections of tone. PanPastel Charcoal 
purchased through LOOT comes in a plastic circular 
container that looks like a makeup container. This Sonja 
uses for underpainting large sections. 

She says she adheres to the philosophy that there are no mistakes, just adjustments and edits that need to be made. 
Believe in your instincts. Don’t criticize yourself.  

Another tool Sonja uses to apply the charcoal is plastic off-set palette knives with makeup sponges attached over the 
tip. Large dry brushes can also be used to apply the charcoal in feathery motions to create textured effects.  

300 gram or 600 gram (how much a square meter of the paper weighs) Fabriano paper, preferably hot pressed which 
is smoother. The thicker paper allows Sonja to scratch into it and work in many layers. She attaches the paper to a 
backing board with masking tape to create a border ( blue painters tape from a hardware store works even better as 
it is not too sticky) but you can blow dry with a hairdryer to make the normal masking tape less sticky as it tends to 
tear the paper when you remove it.  

Paper stumps can be used to blend or dip into the charcoal dust and draw with.   
Applying charcoal with dry stiff or smooth brushes can give a nice effect. The paper can even be wet lightly and the 



fine dust spread onto it. Many different tools can be used to erase 
the charcoal. It is easier to erase natural charcoal than compressed 
charcoal. Putty erasers need to be well kneaded like bread dough 
until soft then used. This can be rolled over the charcoal drawing or 
even slapped onto it to create different textures. Rather erase over 
a larger section surrounding the section you want to erase so that 
the subtle marks are not lost. A putty eraser shaped into a smaller 
shape can be used to create highlights. Also shaped into an 
irregular shape and then rolled over the paper surface can produce 
amazing textures. By rolling the eraser over the horizon line, a soft 
transition between the sky and the sea can be achieved. A normal 
eraser can be cut into a triangle shape with a sharp point to give 
you extra control. For the best control Sonja has a vibrating eraser 

with a fine tip which erasers the finest lines.  A damp cloth can be placed at the bottom of the easel to catch any 
loose charcoal and eraser particles.  

Start by covering the whole paper with a light grey 
and then use a soft brush on its broad side sliding it 
across the paper to erase the compositional lines. 
Don’t be scared to start with large patches of dark. 
Push the mid tones too. If you want to create 
atmosphere you need to make the darks darker and 
the lights lighter.  The charcoals with binder tend to 
adhere to each other more when the humidity is high, 
so to create layers without a flat look, you need to 
blow off, with your dry breath, the excess particles 
between working in the layers. This is also the reason 
Sonja doesn’t use a fixative as it merges all the layers 
and the layered effect is then lost.  

White ink or gouache paint can be applied sparingly with a fan 
brush to create highlights. Or ink can be blown through an 
atomiser to create a fine mist. Just remember to wait till it is dry 
before working over it with charcoal. Also be aware of the 
warmth of the paper and the warmth of the white ink or paint as 
you want it to be the same tonal value if possible.  

Sonja says that charcoal drawing helps to improve your painting 
skills as it helps you to train your eye to discern tonal values. 
When you paint from the heart or what you feel close to, or 
what triggers your creative instinct – it shows. If you love what 
you are painting or drawing others can see it and it is usually 
those artworks that will sell. Sonja can be contacted directly on 
sonjafrenz@gmail.com  or 083 631 3476 for lessons and 

workshops 

Of Interest: Previous demonstrator, Damian Osborne latest video and blog can be viewed on 
https://www.damianosborne.com/painting-the-flesh-tone.html 

Art Classes: Offered by our members:  

Lesley Milne teaches private one-on-one lessons in watercolour for beginners and intermediate as well as basic 
introduction to oils. Parklands based. Contact lesleymilne@yahoo.com for details.  

Mare Bruwer's details are - email address - bruwermm@telksomsa.net. contact - 082 556 1013. She gives lessons in 
acrylic and oil painting in Melkbos and Durbanville.  
Glenda Chambers has regular water colour classes on Monday mornings and Wednesday evenings and Oil painting 
classes on Monday evenings and Wednesday mornings in Blouberg, contact 082 2222 820 or 
gchambers@mweb.co.za.  
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